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Abstract

We propose a classification of human-to-human com-
munication during the use of immersive teleoperation
interfaces based on real-life examples. While a large
body of research is concerned with communication
in collaborative virtual environments (CVEs), less re-
search focuses on cases where only one of two com-
municating users is immersed in a virtual or remote
environment. Furthermore, we identify the unmedi-
ated communication between co-located users of an
immersive teleoperation interface as another concep-
tually important — but usually neglected — case. To
cover these scenarios, one of the dimensions of the
proposed classification is the level of copresence of
the communicating users. Further dimensions are the
virtuality of the immersive environment, the virtual
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transport of the immersed user(s), the point of view
of the user(s), the asynchronicity of the users’ com-
munication, the communication channel, and the me-
diation of the communication. We find that an exten-
sion of the proposed classification to real environments
can offer useful reference cases. Using this extended
classification not only allows us to discuss and under-
stand differences and similarities of various forms of
communication in a more systematic way, but it also
provides guidelines and reference cases for the design
of immersive teleoperation interfaces to better support
human-to-human communication.

Keywords: Telepresence, teleoperation, presence,
copresence, immersion, collaboration, virtual reality,
augmented reality, collaborative virtual environment,
shared virtual space, computer-mediated communica-
tion, human-to-human communication.

1 Introduction

Teleoperation allows human users to operate ma-
chines, in particular robots, at a distance [Min80]. To-
day, teleoperation is used routinely for operating sur-
gical robots, handling dangerous materials, defusing
bombs, remotely piloting aircrafts, working in outer
space, the deep sea, and other hazardous environ-
ments. Furthermore, teleoperation in simulated, vir-
tual environments is routinely used for the training of
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teleoperators and many other professionals, e.g., air-
craft pilots and medical personnel.

Many teleoperation interfaces attempt to immerse
the human operator in a remote or virtual environment
in order to achieve “telepresence,” i.e., the sense of
being in the remote or virtual environment. A prime
example is the use of head-mounted displays for im-
mersive teleoperation interfaces. A disadvantage of
these interfaces is the isolation of the human operators
from their immediate environment. This isolation usu-
ally compromises communication with co-located hu-
mans, for example, co-workers, expert advisors, train-
ers, apprentices, etc., and, therefore, hinders collabo-
ration with them.

While this isolation results in many challenging
problems, research on collaboration using immersive
teleoperation interfaces tends to focus on collabora-
tive virtual environments (CVEs) [BGRP01], in which
multiple users are immersed in a shared, virtual envi-
ronment. However, research on the training in robot-
assisted surgery [MTG+14] convinced us that commu-
nication (and therefore collaboration) in CVEs is fun-
damentally different from the communication between
an immersed user and a non-immersed user. Yet an-
other very different scenario is the unmediated com-
munication between co-located users of an immersive
teleoperation interface, e.g., two pilots in a flight sim-
ulator.

To gain better understanding of these differences,
this work presents a systematic classification of com-
mon forms of human-to-human communication during
the use of immersive teleoperation interfaces. Such
a classification can provide better understanding of
the scope of technical solutions for computer-mediated
communication, and it can inspire new solutions by re-
vealing similarities between different scenarios — in
particular if the classification is extended to cover op-
eration in an unmediated, real environment. Further-
more, the classification can help to design support for
communication in immersive teleoperation interfaces
more systematically.

After reviewing previous work in Section 2, we
present our new classification in Section 3. Section 4
discusses how the proposed classification can help to
design support for human-to-human communication
while conclusions and future work are presented in
Sections 5 and 6.

2 Previous Work

Minsky was one of the first to discuss the concepts of
teleoperation and telepresence [Min80], where teleop-
eration focuses on the ability to manipulate a remote
or virtual environment, i.e., a mediated environment;
and telepresence focuses on the sense of being in a
mediated environment. We use the term “presence”
to include also the sense of being in an unmediated
environment. In addition to this conceptualization of
(tele)presence as a sense of transportation, Lombard
and Ditton [LD97] discuss further conceptualizations.

In this work, the term “copresence” denotes the (un-
mediated) sense of being together in the real world as
well as the (possibly mediated) sense of “being there
together” as discussed by Schroeder [Sch02]. Lom-
bard and Ditton refer to this concept as the impression
of a shared space [LD97]. However, we distinguish
two possibilities of “being there together”: the medi-
ated sense of being together in a mediated environment
and the unmediated(!) sense of being together in a me-
diated environment, as discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 3.2.1.

Copresence is known to be an important part of the
experience of mediated communication situations. For
example, Aaltonen et al. [ATH+09] found in an ex-
perimental study that copresence provided the clearest
difference between various mediated communication
situations.

Milgram et al. [MTUK95] have classified various
technologies that can provide telepresence on a reality-
virtuality continuum. Benford et al. [BGR+98] have
generalized this classification to include collaborative
virtual environments (CVEs) as well as computer-
supported collaborative work (CSCW). Our classifica-
tion is different in two aspects. First, it focuses on
the classification of different kinds of communication.
Second, our classification of communication situations
attempts to include CVEs and other real-life collabo-
rative uses of immersive teleoperation interfaces while
we do not attempt to include typical CSCW systems.

One common typology of CSCW systems is repre-
sented by the CSCW matrix [BGBG95], which classi-
fies CSCW systems based on whether users are at the
same place or at different places, as well as whether the
communication between users is synchronous or asyn-
chronous. While the concept of copresence covers the
spatial relation between users, asynchronous commu-
nication in CVEs has received less attention. Wu et al.
[WMW+15] described space travel to Mars as one sce-
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nario which can lead to asynchronous communication
in virtual worlds. Therefore, we include asynchronic-
ity as one dimension of our classification.

Our classification also covers nonverbal commu-
nication in CVEs, which was discussed by Guye-
Vuillème et al. [GVCP+99]. However, we decided
not to use the distinction between verbal and nonver-
bal communication in our classification since this dis-
tinction is often not relevant for the mediation of the
communication. For example, an audio signal may or
may not include nonverbal communication regardless
of its mediation.

Similarly, our classification covers communication
with the purpose of establishing awareness [CCS12,
Gre96, GG02] even though awareness is not related to
any of its dimensions.

3 Proposed Classification

3.1 Scope and Exemplary Situations

The proposed classification is supposed to pro-
vide guidance when designing support for human-to-
human communication during the use of immersive
teleoperation interfaces. Therefore, we are mainly
concerned with immersive interfaces, e.g., Virtual Re-
ality (VR) simulators (see Figure 1) or remote teleop-
eration systems (see Figure 2).

Some of these interfaces are designed for col-
laborating users and, therefore, communication be-
tween them, e.g., multi-user flight simulators (see Fig-
ure 1) or multi-user telesurgery systems (see Figure 3).
However, in practice, communication also occurs for
single-user teleoperation interfaces: Figure 2 shows
a surgeon using a robot-assisted surgical system and
an assistant who communicates with the surgeon by
drawing on a touchscreen that displays the endoscopic
camera view of the operating field. In this case, only
the surgeon uses an immersive teleoperation interface
while the assistant uses a non-immersive interface.

In our experience, this kind of communication be-
tween immersed users and non-immersed humans in
various roles (e.g., co-workers, expert advisors, train-
ers, apprentices, etc.) is very common and occurs
regardless of whether a teleoperation interface is de-
signed to support it or not. In fact, this kind of commu-
nication is probably the most common form of com-
munication during the use of teleoperation interfaces.

Some teleoperation interfaces work well with a
lower level of immersion, e.g., the interface for re-

Figure 1: Multi-user flight simulator. c© NASA.

Figure 2: Telesurgery system for one surgeon (left).
An assistant (right) is able to see the endoscopic view
and draw lines on a touchscreen to visually communi-
cate with the surgeon. c© 2014 Intuitive Surgical, Inc.

Figure 3: Multi-user telesurgery system: both sur-
geons are able to control the surgical system at the
same time and over large distances. c© 2014 Intuitive
Surgical, Inc.
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Figure 4: Multi-user drone control. c© Gerald Nino,
U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

Figure 5: Single-user drone control. c© Senior Airman
Elliott Sprehe.

Figure 6: Two spacewalkers. c© NASA.

mote drone control in Figure 4 in comparison to the
interface in Figure 5. Thus, less immersive interfaces
should also be covered by our classification. While we
do not focus on collaborative Augmented Reality (AR)
systems, our classification extends naturally along a
“transport” dimension [BGR+98] (see Section 3.2.3)
and, therefore, covers many such systems.

Extending our classification to unmediated, real
environments can provide useful reference cases for
communication without teleoperation interfaces. Par-
ticularly interesting examples are spacewalks (see Fig-
ure 6) since they involve unmediated visual communi-
cation but mediated auditory communication.

3.2 Classification of Communication Situa-
tions

We classify human-to-human communication during
the use of immersive teleoperation interfaces in seven
dimensions. The first five (copresence, virtuality,
transport, point of view, and asynchronicity) classify
the communication situation and are discussed in this
section. Section 3.3 discusses the remaining two di-
mensions (communication channel and mediation of
communication). Classifying the communication sit-
uation is important since it has a strong effect on the
mediation and its technical implementation.

3.2.1 Copresence

Aaltonen et al. [ATH+09] identified copresence as an
important dimension to characterize mediated commu-
nication situations. While copresence is usually con-
sidered an emerging effect that most collaborative tele-
operation interfaces try to achieve, we interpret the
broad level of copresence as a design decision. Con-
sider the example of an immersed surgeon communi-
cating with a surgical assistant (Figure 2): while both
users see a shared workspace (the operating field), the
interface for the assistant is not designed to immerse
the assistant, nor is the assistant represented in the
shared workspace, nor is the assistant (in the depicted
situation) able to manipulate it. Thus, full copresence
of the surgeon and assistant was clearly not a design
goal for this system.

On the other hand, two pilots in a multi-user flight
simulator (Figure 1) will usually experience each other
as copresent since they are actually co-located in the
same physical environment. Technically, the level of
copresence is extremely high in this situation because
these users can see, hear, touch, and smell each other
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without any mediation, and they are usually both ma-
nipulating the controls in their shared, immediate envi-
ronment, which was designed for two co-located users.

Achieving this level of copresence in a CVE is im-
possible today and probably for several decades to
come due to the required display resolution and frame
rate [BJK+13]. On the other hand, CVEs usually
achieve a higher level of copresence than systems that
are not designed to support it, such as the single-user
telesurgery system in Figure 2.

Based on these examples, we distinguish three
broad levels of copresence (see also the horizontal axes
in Figures 7 and 8). Analogously to Lombard and Dit-
ton [LD97], we provide short verbal descriptions of
the situations in quotation marks (but from the point
of view of the immersed user):

• copresence is not a goal: single-user teleopera-
tion by an immersed user communicating with a
non-immersed user — “Only I am there.”

• mediated copresence: collaborative teleoperation
by two connected, immersed users — “We are
both there.”

• unmediated copresence: joint teleoperation by
two co-located, immersed users — “We are there
together.”

We do not provide precise definitions of these cases;
instead they should be considered exemplary cases on
the gradual dimension of copresence. It should also be
noted that the proposed classification only describes
pairwise relations between communicating users: if
more than two users are involved, multiple commu-
nication relations in different categories can occur at
the same time.

While the third case of unmediated copresence in-
cludes collaboration, we label it as “joint teleopera-
tion” to distinguish it from the second case. Also note
that the co-location of the third case is a necessary but
not sufficient requirement for unmediated communi-
cation: co-located users can use mediated communi-
cation in one or more channels, for example, in or-
der to increase the realism of a simulation; e.g., the
mediated auditory communication in Figure 1. Fur-
thermore, users might also be co-located in the first
two cases and then use unmediated communication
in some channels (in particular the auditory channel).
Note that a mixture of mediated and unmediated com-
munication channels is not specific to teleoperation in-
terfaces: the co-located spacewalkers in Figure 6 re-

quire mediation of auditory communication and they
would require mediation of visual communication to
see each other’s facial expressions or gaze direction.
Due to the required mediation, we consider the situa-
tion of the spacewalkers in Figure 6 an example of me-
diated copresence. The actual level of copresence de-
pends on many factors [Sch02]. Nonetheless, the pre-
sented broad levels of copresence appear to be crucial
when designing support for communication in teleop-
eration interfaces as discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 4.

3.2.2 Virtuality

Our classification includes the dimension of virtual-
ity which was proposed by Milgram et al. [MTUK95].
Extreme cases are completely virtual environments
(e.g., in flight simulators) and completely real (but
mediated) environments (e.g., for telesurgery). This
corresponds to the artificiality dimension proposed by
Benford et al. [BGR+98].

In many cases, the technology for mediation of en-
vironments also allows users to record these envi-
ronments. These recordings can be used, for exam-
ple, to review teleoperation sessions for training or
to test trainees by pausing the recording and asking
trainees about the appropriate next step in the teleop-
eration session. Furthermore, advances in the tech-
nologies for capturing photo spheres have led to an in-
creasingly popular use of immersive teleoperation in-
terfaces to experience telepresence in recorded envi-
ronments without the possibility to manipulate these
environments. For these reasons, we include medi-
ated, recorded environments in the virtuality dimen-
sion. Recorded environments can be thought of as re-
mote environments with extremely large delay or —
alternatively — as virtual environments with a spe-
cific form of image-based rendering. Thus, we place
recorded environments between remote and virtual en-
vironments.

Including unmediated, real environments in the
classification provides additional reference cases that
can lead to a deeper understanding of specific com-
munication situations. Therefore, we extend our clas-
sification by further distinguishing between mediated,
remote environments (e.g., in the case of telesurgery)
and unmediated, real environments (e.g., in the case
of spacewalks), where the latter is considered to be
less virtual than the former. The rationale is that the
immersive mediation of a real environment limits the
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- copresence
immersed user and
non-immersed user

(“Only I am there.”)

two connected,
immersed users

(“We are both there.”)

two co-located,
immersed users

(“We are there together.”)

6

virtuality of
environment

HIGH-TRANSPORT SITUATIONS

unmediated,
real

environment

mediated,
remote

environment

mediated,
recorded

environment

virtual
environment

single-user operation
(e.g., supervised spacewalk)

single-user teleoperation
in remote environment

(e.g., mentored telesurgery)

single-user telepresence
in recorded environment
(e.g., supervised review)

single-user teleoperation
in virtual environment

(e.g., supervised simulation)

collaborative operation
(e.g., connected spacewalkers)

collaborative teleoperation
in remote environment

(e.g., collaborative telesurgery)

collaborative telepresence
in recorded environment

(e.g., shared review)

collaborative teleoperation
in virtual environment

(e.g., teamwork simulation)

joint operation
(e.g., pilot and co-pilot)

joint teleoperation
in remote environment

(e.g., multi-user drone control)

joint telepresence
in recorded environment
(e.g., multi-user review)

joint teleoperation
in virtual environment

(e.g., multi-user simulation)

Figure 7: The dimensions of copresence (horizontal) and virtuality (vertical) of our classification for high-
transport situations. The row labeled “unmediated, real environment” is an extension for real environments.

- copresence
immersed user and
non-immersed user

(“It is here with me.”)

two connected,
immersed users

(“You are here with me.”)

two co-located,
immersed user

(“It is here with us.”)

6

virtuality of
object/partner

LOW-TRANSPORT SITUATIONS

unmediated,
real

object/partner

mediated,
remote

object/partner

mediated,
recorded

object/partner

virtual
object/partner

single-user operation
on real object

single-user teleoperation
on remote object

single-user teleoperation
on recorded object

single-user teleoperation
on virtual object

collaborative copresence

collaborative telepresence
using video streaming

collaborative telepresence
using photorealistic avatars

collaborative telepresence
using avatars

joint operation
on real object

joint teleoperation
on remote object

joint teleoperation
on recorded object

joint teleoperation
on virtual object

Figure 8: The dimensions of copresence (horizontal) and virtuality (vertical) of our classification for low-
transport situations. The row labeled “unmediated, real object/partner” is an extension for real objects/partners.
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ways in which it can be experienced and in this sense
makes it more similar to the immersion in a virtual en-
vironment.

Figure 7 shows the proposed classification of com-
munication situations according to the dimensions of
copresence and virtuality — including the extension
for unmediated, real environments.

3.2.3 Transport

The transport dimension is based on the work by Ben-
ford et al. [BGR+98]. It is related to the extent-of-
presence-metaphor by Milgram et al. [MTUK95] and
the conceptualization of presence as transportation by
Lombard and Ditton [LD97]. Specifically, we distin-
guish between high-transport situations in a virtual or
remote environment as discussed so far (see Figure 7)
and low-transport situations, where virtual or remote
objects or people appear in the immediate environment
(see Figure 8). Examples for the latter are teleconfer-
ence systems and collaborative augmented reality sys-
tems.

For low-transport communication situations, we
distinguish the same three broad levels of copresence
as for high-transport situations. However, their de-
scriptions have to be adapted:

• copresence is not a goal: single-user
(tele)operation on a virtual or remote object
by an immersed user communicating with a
non-immersed user — “It is here with me”

• mediated copresence: collaborative telepresence
of two connected, immersed users — “You are
here with me.”

• unmediated copresence: joint (tele)operation on
a virtual or remote object by two co-located, im-
mersed users — “It is here with us.”

3.2.4 Point of View

Otto et al. [ORW06] distinguish between CVEs that
use a “look-into” metaphor and, therefore, a third-
person view, and CVEs that use a “step-into” metaphor
and, therefore, the first-person view of the avatar or
robot that the user is controlling. Instead of using
these metaphors, we prefer to classify systems by the
employed point of view because there is an increas-
ing number of immersive systems — in particular VR
games for head-mounted displays — that mix the two
metaphors by letting players “step into” the virtual

world and “look into” the world including their avatar
using a third-person view. In these cases, it is easier
to determine the point of view of the camera: either a
first-person view or a third-person view. We propose
the following descriptions of these two cases:

• first-person view of avatar or robot — “My avatar
represents my body.”

• third-person view onto avatar or robot — “My
avatar represents me.”

While the point of view of the camera is easily deter-
mined, the effect of different points of view on users
depends on many factors, for example, the level of the
user’s engagement and the specific movements that the
avatar is capable of. In some cases, the difference
between a first-person view and a third-person view
might be very subtle for a specific user — similarly
to the difference between “my body” and “me” in our
descriptions.

Figure 9 illustrates the point-of-view dimension for
interfaces for single users in high-transport situations.
In the case of the unmediated environment, the first-
person view onto oneself is usually the most common
way of observing one’s own interaction with the en-
vironment. However, sometimes a third-person view
is used, for example, when operating a nearby robot.
In other cases, the third-person view arises from the
use of optical devices, e.g., mirrors. Operating on an
object that is looked at in a mirror is a very common
scenario for anyone who is used to “operating” on his
or her own face while looking at it in a mirror. The fact
that this often is possible without any conscious effort
might help to make it plausible that it can be relatively
easy for many users to identify with an avatar that is
displayed from a third-person point of view.

It should be noted that the third-person view re-
quires avatars for co-located users, who might other-
wise have no need for avatars. Thus, co-located users
might see their avatars in exactly the same way that
connected users see their avatars, and co-location of
the users becomes the crucial — and possibly only —
difference between the two situations.

3.2.5 Asynchronicity

Asynchronicity of communication is a common di-
mension for the classification of CSCW systems in
general [BGBG95] and, therefore, also of CVE sys-
tems. In the case of virtual environments that are not
specifically designed for collaboration, asynchronous
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- point of view
first-person view of avatar

(“My avatar represents my body.”)

third-person view onto avatar

(“My avatar represents me.”)

6

virtuality of
environment

HIGH-TRANSPORT SITUATIONS
FOR A SINGLE USER

unmediated,
real

environment

mediated,
remote

environment

mediated,
recorded

environment

virtual
environment

real-life operation

teleoperation
of a remote robot

using a camera fixed to the robot

telepresence
in recorded environment

with first-person view of avatar

teleoperation
in virtual environment

with first-person view of avatar

operation of nearby robot or
real-life operation using an
optical device, e.g., mirror

teleoperation
of a remote robot

using an independent camera

telepresence
in recorded environment

with third-person view onto avatar

teleoperation
in virtual environment

with third-person view onto avatar

Figure 9: The dimensions of point of view (horizontal) and virtuality (vertical) of our classification for high-
transport situations for a single user. The row labeled “unmediated, real environment” is an extension for real
environments.

- asynchronicity
proactive communication

(“You will be there
in the future.”)

synchronous communication

(“We are both there
now.”)

reactive communication

(“You have been there
in the past.”)

6

virtuality of
environment

HIGH-TRANSPORT SITUATIONS
FOR TWO CONNECTED, IMMERSED USERS

unmediated,
real

environment

mediated,
remote

environment

mediated,
recorded

environment

virtual
environment

single-user operation
in real environment,
which is transformed

single-user teleoperation
in remote environment,
which is transformed

single-user telepresence,
which is recorded,

in recorded environment

single-user teleoperation,
which is recorded,

in virtual environment

collaborative operation

collaborative teleoperation
in remote environment

collaborative telepresence
in recorded environment

collaborative teleoperation
in virtual environment

single-user operation
in real environment,
which is transformed

single-user teleoperation
in remote environment,
which is transformed

collaborative telepresence
in recorded environment

with recorded partner

collaborative teleoperation
in virtual environment
with recorded partner

Figure 10: The dimensions of asynchronicity (horizontal) and virtuality (vertical) of our classification for high-
transport situations for two connected, immersed users. The row labeled “unmediated, real environment” is an
extension for real environments.
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communication is often made possible in a limited
form by persistent changes to the virtual environment.
Richer forms of asychronous communication are made
possible by recording and replaying actions of users.
While asynchronous communication is important in
special scenarios that make synchronous communica-
tion impossible [WMW+15], it is also very important
for social media in virtual reality.

As shown in Figure 10, we distinguish between
three cases of asynchronicity:

• proactive communication — “You will be there
in the future.”

• synchronous communication — “We are both
there now.”

• reactive communication — “You have been there
in the past.”

Since co-location implies synchronous communica-
tion, asynchronous communication is only relevant for
connected, immersed users and immersed users com-
municating with non-immersed users.

3.3 Classification of the Communication Pro-
cesses

The proposed classification is intended to inform the
design of support for human-to-human communica-
tion, which often includes a form of mediation. There-
fore, we classify the communication process by the
level of mediation. Since the mediation usually de-
pends strongly on the communication channel, the lat-
ter is another dimension of our classification.

3.3.1 Communication Channel

We distinguish the following communication chan-
nels:

• auditory without using media, e.g., speech or
nonverbal utterances

• visual without using media, e.g., facial expres-
sions, gaze direction, hand gestures, or full-body
gestures

• using media, e.g., using written text, using visu-
als, using audiovisual recordings

• others, e.g., haptic, olfactory, etc.

The use of media for communication in shared
workspaces includes drawing and writing, in particu-
lar, writing lists [Tan91]. The auditory and visual com-
munication without media is considered different from
the use of media since the latter is always a form of
mediated communication, which usually requires in-
put and/or output devices, while the former can also
occur without mediation.

3.3.2 Level of Mediation of Communication

Analogously to the broad level of copresence, we dis-
tinguish between three broad levels of mediation:

• explicit mediation, i.e., in general, users are fully
aware of the mediation of the communication

• transparent mediation, i.e., users are not (or less)
aware of the mediation of the communication

• no mediation, i.e., unmediated communication

Note that the mediation of the communication is dif-
ferent from the mediation of the environment or an ob-
ject. However, all forms of mediation are likely to in-
fluence the resulting level of copresence.

4 Supporting Communication

To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed classi-
fication for the design of support for human-to-human
communication in immersive teleoperation interfaces,
this section sketches how the dimensions of the classi-
fication and the provided examples can guide and in-
spire the design of support for communication in such
interfaces.

The first question might be whether a single-user,
immersive teleoperation interface needs to support
human-to-human communication at all. In our ex-
perience, the communication between an immersed
user and a non-immersed person (as depicted in Fig-
ure 2) is not only useful but often also critical for train-
ing, supervision, expert advice, etc. Even consumer
head-mounted displays benefit from features such as
a (video) see-through function, which supports visual
communication with a co-located, non-immersed per-
son. It is also important to realize that even without
support for communication, many users will nonethe-
less try to communicate with non-immersed persons,
which is likely to lead to a frustrating user experience
if there is no support for it.
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When assessing the need for support of communica-
tion, non-verbal communication is easily overlooked
— in particular if it is used to establish awareness,
which is important in shared workspaces [GG02]. It
should also be noted that awareness cues are not lim-
ited to visual communication channels but are also
common in auditory communication; e.g., in multi-
player games [CCS12].

4.1 Choosing a Level of Virtuality

In most cases, the level of virtuality cannot be cho-
sen to support human-to-human communication in the
best way possible since it is determined by other con-
straints. There are, however, some exceptions, in par-
ticular, regarding the virtuality of the communication
signal. We provide two examples, which illustrate
that less virtuality usually allows for communication
of better quality and more expressiveness.

Example 1: Pointing in a small workspace by a re-
mote user can be supported by recording the user’s
hand and overlaying the view of the workspace for an-
other user with the recorded hand [SDS+11]. Alter-
natively, a virtual hand or even a line drawing can be
employed (as in the system for surgical assistants de-
picted in Figure 2). In terms of the quality of commu-
nication, the recording of a user’s hand allows the user
to employ the full expressive power of natural hand
gestures while the expressiveness of a virtual hand or
a line drawing is in most cases significantly lower.

Example 2: In some systems, users can specify fa-
cial expressions, which are then applied to the faces
of avatars [GVCP+99]. Alternatively, a webcam can
record a user’s face, which is then displayed to other
users. It should be noted that a similar display would
be necessary for spacewalkers to see each other’s fa-
cial expressions. Thus, it is not always clear which ap-
proach is closer to reality and, therefore, more immer-
sive. The quality of facial expressions of avatars does
not only suffer from limitations of the specification of
the expressions but also from limitations of their ren-
dering. Thus, a display of recorded facial expressions
usually provides a considerably higher quality of com-
munication.

4.2 Choosing a Level of Transportation

Similarly to the case virtuality, it is usually not possi-
ble to choose the level of transport to support human-

to-human communication in the best way possible. If
it is feasible, the decision affects large parts of the de-
sign of the teleoperation interface and the communi-
cation between co-located users as illustrated by three
examples:

Example 1: The teleoperation interface for the sur-
geon in Figure 2 is designed to immerse surgeons (and
to let them rest their forehead and forearms on the con-
sole); however, this interface isolates the surgeon —
at least visually — from the rest of the surgical team
and, therefore, requires support for mediated commu-
nication. In traditional laparoscopic surgery, surgeons
would often stand upright and watch the endoscopic
camera view on a screen — similarly to the surgical
assistant in Figure 2. In this case, the level of transport
is lower but the interface would allow for easier, un-
mediated visual communication between the surgeon
and the rest of the team.

Example 2: Augmented reality glasses and see-
through head-mounted displays have become mass-
market products. Thus, they offer very affordable plat-
forms to implement low-transport collaborative sys-
tems that support unmediated visual communication
between co-located users at a level that today cannot
be achieved in VR environments.

Example 3: A virtual window that provides two dif-
ferent views for two co-located users depending on
their positions can be implemented with mass-market
3D TVs using passive stereo glasses and mass-market
body trackers. This allows for joint operation on vir-
tual objects with easier, unmediated communication
than in the case of VR environments.

4.3 Choosing a Broad Level of Copresence

Often, the broad level of copresence is determined by
other considerations than human-to-human communi-
cation. If there is a choice, however, it should be
noticed that advances in mass-market products (aug-
mented reality glasses, see-through head-mounted dis-
plays, 3D TVs with passive stereo glasses, etc.) have
made it much more affordable to immerse co-located
users while supporting unmediated communication
(see Examples 2 and 3 in the previous section). This
is important because co-located users can experience
stronger copresence at a fraction of the costs for con-
nected teleoperation interfaces. For the other extreme
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of very low copresence, we stress again that communi-
cation between an immersed user and a non-immersed
user is often unavoidable. Therefore, users are likely
to appreciate support for this kind of communication.
Additionally, it might be worth considering whether
all users have to be immersed. Not immersing certain
users removes many constraints on the design of their
user interfaces and might not hinder communication if
sufficient support for this communication situation is
provided.

While we believe that the proposed broad levels of
copresence are relevant concepts, there are no per-
fectly clear boundaries between them. For example,
the co-located users in Figure 1 use unmediated com-
munication in all but the auditory channel. The fol-
lowing example shows the reverse case: mediated (or
no) communication between co-located users in all but
the auditory channel. Therefore, we consider this ex-
ample closer to the case of two connected users even
though the users clearly benefit from the unmediated
communication in the auditory channel.

Example 1: Imagine two, co-located users wearing
head-mounted displays whose body movements are
motion tracked and translated one-to-one into a shared
virtual space. Furthermore, assume that these users
have no other way of changing their relative positions
and orientations to each other than physical body
movements such that their virtual and physical relative
positions and orientations are always consistent. In
this case, unmediated auditory communication can
provide them accurate three-dimensional information
about the position of each other. Achieving this
effect for mediated auditory communication using
3D audio techniques requires considerable effort and
computational costs.

The next example shows that the distinction be-
tween an immersed user and a non-immersed user
is not always completely clear. That is, even though
users are not fully immersed, they still can perform
some functions that are usually only available to
immersed users.

Example 2: Imagine that the surgical assistant in
Figure 2 is equipped with two controllers that simulate
the controllers of the surgical system. Furthermore, as-
sume that the assistant can control a virtual robotic in-
strument that is shown to the immersed surgeon. From
the point of view of the immersed surgeon, the assis-

tant can play a role that is very close to the role of an-
other immersed surgeon who controls one of the actual
robotic instruments. This kind of visual communica-
tion was proposed for the training of robotic surgery as
a cost-efficient alternative to the multi-user telesurgery
system depicted in Figure 3 [MTG+14].

4.4 Choosing a Point of View

There are many factors that influence the choice of
a first-person view or a third-person view. How-
ever, since there are basically only these two op-
tions, it is usually worthwhile to consider both alter-
natives. For example, the use of a third-person view
for low-transport situations might be counterintuitive,
but “augmented mirrors” [UTNH02] provide a com-
pelling example that there are useful applications of
third-person views even in low-transport situations.

With respect to support for communication, a first-
person view is likely to improve the awareness of non-
verbal communication by avatars of other users, e.g.,
their gaze direction, while a third-person view is likely
to improve the awareness of and control over the non-
verbal communication of one’s own avatar as well as
the awareness of nearby avatars and objects that would
be outside the field-of-view of a first-person view.

While third-person views are quite common in
screen-based interfaces to (collaborative) virtual en-
vironments, it remains to be seen whether they will
achieve a similar popularity in interfaces based on
head-mounted displays.

4.5 Choosing between Synchronous and
Asynchronous Communication

Many application scenarios require support for syn-
chronous communication while not excluding the pos-
sibility of support for asynchronous communication.
Thus, the choice in these cases is not between support-
ing either synchronous or asynchronous communica-
tion but whether or not to support asynchronous com-
munication. In this context, it is important to be aware
of the many forms of asynchronous communication.
These include, among others:

• changes to the environment

• recording and replaying of screen captures

• recording and replaying of (tele)operations

• text, audio, and video messages
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• messages using other media

Whether or not to support these features has to be de-
cided for each specific form of asynchronous commu-
nication and the specific application.

4.6 Choosing a Communication Channel

Ideally, the specific application should determine the
supported communication channels; however, there
is usually a cost associated with the support of each
channel. Fortunately, humans are often quite flexi-
ble and effortlessly switch between different channels
of communication if specific communication channels
are unavailable or ineffective. For example, one might
try to get someone’s attention by calling, then — if un-
successful — by waving, and finally by tapping on the
other person’s shoulder. While this might suggest that
one channel of communication could be sufficient, it
should be noted that natural human-to-human commu-
nication often combines and relies on multiple chan-
nels, for example, by referencing visual gestures in
auditory communication: “Take the one over there.”,
“Do it like this.”, etc. Supporting multiple channels
of communication is therefore often beneficial or even
necessary for efficient communication.

In practice, most auditory communication (possibly
including 3D information and multiple audio tracks)
can be classified as one channel except communica-
tion using audio media, which is different since it re-
quires additional support for selecting and playing au-
dio data. Visual communication requires more chan-
nels since facial expressions, gaze direction, hand ges-
tures, full-body gestures, and the use of visual media
often have to be supported separately. Haptic com-
munication and other forms of communication usually
are separated into at least as many channels as there
are output devices available to support them.

4.7 Choosing a Level of Mediation

For a given communication situation and a given com-
munication channel, the level of mediation depends on
cost considerations, the targeted level of copresence,
consistency with the rest of the experience, etc.

In general, unmediated communication provides the
best quality and the highest expressiveness at the low-
est costs. Thus, it also provides the strongest level of
copresence. However, unmediated communication is
impossible in many applications. Limitations of un-
mediated communication that are specific to commu-

nication channels are discussed in the following sec-
tions.

Mediated communication usually provides lower
quality and often less expressiveness. Thus, the level
of copresence is reduced compared to unmediated
communication. Increasing the quality of the medi-
ation to the point that users are no longer aware of it
(i.e., that the mediation becomes transparent) often re-
quires excessively high costs. Therefore, support for
high copresence is often associated with high costs,
even though the best copresence is usually achieved
with unmediated communication at low costs.

Transparent mediation, however, is often unneces-
sary. In fact, explicit mediation of communication can
often provide better quality of communication at the
same costs and, therefore, improve collaboration or
task performance more than a stronger level of cop-
resence would do. Thus, unless copresence is a goal in
itself (which it usually is not in real workplaces), the
possibility of explicit mediation should not be ruled
out.

4.7.1 Mediating Auditory Communication

As mentioned, unmediated auditory communication
usually provides the best quality including informa-
tion about the relative 3D position of the communi-
cation partner. However, this 3D information might be
inconsistent with the relative position in a shared vir-
tual environment. To keep the information consistent,
the relative movement in the virtual environment has
to be constrained as mentioned in the first example of
Section 4.3.

As illustrated by Figure 1, auditory communication
is sometimes mediated even though unmediated com-
munication is possible. In other cases, unmediated
communication is not possible even in real environ-
ments as illustrated by the spacewalk example in Fig-
ure 6. For mediated auditory communication, sound
quality, latency, and the communication of 3D posi-
tional information are often limiting factors.

Adapting the auditory communication to the shared
environment (e.g., by adding sound reflections from
virtual walls) can improve the level of presence and,
therefore, the level of copresence. While this adapta-
tion to the shared environment can be costly, it is often
easier in a virtual environment since more information
about the environment is known to the system in this
case.
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4.7.2 Mediating Visual Communication

Unmediated visual communication provides a higher
quality than mediated visual communication in terms
of latency, resolution, field of view, dynamic range
of colors, depth perception (in particular due to op-
tical accommodation), vergence (in particular consis-
tent vergence and accommodation), frame rate, etc.
Achieving transparent mediation is therefore prac-
tically impossible in most cases and attempting to
achieve it can lead to excessive costs [BJK+13].

However, this limited quality is usually more impor-
tant for mediation of the environment than for media-
tion of communication signals. Moreover, unmediated
communication can suffer from other limitations, for
example, facial expressions are easily missed when the
other user focuses on a shared workspace. Another ex-
ample is the limited precision of pointing at a distance
with hand gestures or gaze direction.

Mediation of visual communication can take very
different forms. Video streams of the face, body, or
hands are just one possibility and often lead to quite
explicit mediation, which sometimes reflects media-
tion in real situations, e.g., spacewalkers could use
video streams of each other’s face to communicate
with facial expressions. Other forms of mediation of-
ten rely on tracking and recognition techniques (e.g.,
gaze direction, hand and full-body motion, etc.), in
particular, when mediating through a virtual avatar.

In analogy to the mediation of auditory communica-
tion, the mediation of visual communication is some-
times easier in virtual environments since more infor-
mation about those environments is known to the sys-
tem. For example, pointing with a virtual laser pointer
in a virtual environment is straightforward while aug-
menting a video stream of a remote environment with
the illumination by a virtual laser pointer is consider-
ably more difficult.

4.7.3 Mediating Communication Using Media

This channel is special since unmediated communica-
tion is no option as the communication is already me-
diated by the use of a medium. However, the medi-
ation can be more or less consistent with the virtual
environment. For example, a sheet of paper could be
represented as a textured 3D polygon in a virtual envi-
ronment. An alternative would be to overlay the view
of the virtual environment with a 2D representation
of the contents of the paper, which is less consistent
with the 3D virtual environment but is also likely to

provide better readability without requiring potentially
complex handling of a 3D representation of the paper.

4.7.4 Mediating Other Communication Channels

For other communication channels, e.g., haptic or ol-
factory, unmediated communication is usually the best
option if available. Mediated communication in other
channels than auditory and visual tends to be even
more restricted and more expensive than the mediation
of audiovisual communication. Therefore, a useful ap-
proach is often to transform the communication from
its original channel to the auditory or visual channel,
i.e., to use sensors (e.g., touch sensors) to record the
communication and then communicating the recorded
information as audio or visuals.

5 Conclusion

The proposed classification of human-to-human com-
munication during the use of immersive teleoperation
interfaces is based on examples of real-life usage of
teleoperation interfaces. These examples suggest that
the broad level of the experienced copresence mainly
depends on the relation of the communicating users
with respect to immersion and co-location. We have
identified three main cases (immersed user and non-
immersed user; connected, immersed users; and co-
located, immersed users) and showed that these cases
are relevant for different levels of virtuality, transport,
asynchronicity, and different points of view. We con-
clude that the broad level of copresence is a suitable
dimension for the proposed classification, which is one
of the main contributions of this work along with the
actual classification.

We demonstrate the usefulness of this classification
for designing support for human-to-human communi-
cation by discussing design decisions in terms of the
dimensions of the proposed classification. This pro-
vides a structured way of identifying challenges as
well as alternatives and reference cases.

6 Future Work

In this work, we focus on communication between
users, which often is a prerequisite for collaboration.
Shifting the focus to collaboration is, therefore, a nat-
ural next step.

While we are mainly concerned with professional
applications of teleoperation in this work, we acknowl-
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edge that these interfaces could also be used for enter-
tainment. Applying the proposed classification in this
context is another avenue for future work.

One part of the proposed classification is the classi-
fication of the communication situation. Whether this
part is a useful classification of teleoperation scenarios
in its own right, is yet another interesting question that
has to be left for future work.
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